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Abstract—Automated fare collection (AFC) systems have been
widely applied to practical transportation due to their convenience. Although there are many potential threats of NFC such
as eavesdropping, data modiﬁcation, and relay attacks, NFC
based AFC systems are considered secure, due to the limited
10cm communication distance. Nevertheless, the proliferation of
NFC-equipped mobile phones make such system venerable. We
introduce and implement an attack on AFC cards that permits
an attacker to top up his smart card and get a refund. We also
propose possible countermeasures to defend against these attacks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Automated Fare Collection (AFC) systems have been
widely applied for decades to automate manual ticketing. They
are deployed in major cities all over the world, with billions of
contactless smart cards issued. Such a card is able to store and
process data, and transceive data with a terminal wirelessly.
Thus it is commonly used as an electronic ticket in AFC
systems.
The MIFARE chip was developed as a solution for AFC,
and it was seen as the major candidate for AFC systems
after its introduction for ten years. In 2008, however, researchers discovered a serious security ﬂaw in MIFARE Classic cards [1]–[3]. In particular, the cipher algorithm used in
MIFARE Classic, known as CRYPTO1, has been reversed
and reconstructed in detail, and a straightforward method can
retrieve cryptographic keys. For higher security consideration,
consequently, AFC cards are then migrated to processor cards,
which employ more secure identity authentication mechanisms. Today, most issued smart cards are processor cards.
Since a huge number of smart cards are in use, even
we assume $1 is spent every day on each card, more than
100 billion US dollars can be spent in a year in public
transportation systems. As a result, even a tiny ﬂaw may lead
to an extremely huge loss.
A symmetric encryption method (e.g., based on 3DES) is
commonly used in the smart card system to authenticate the
validity during the communication. Besides authentication,
however, data are mostly in plaintext [4]–[8]. Such insecurity
has been considered acceptable since the AFC network is
typically isolated from the public Internet, and the attackers
will need to hack into the infrastructure of AFC systems,
which is rather difﬁcult.
In 2013, Android 4.4 introduces a special method for
card emulation, called host-based card emulation (HCE). The
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Fig. 1: Two practical paradigms of AFC communications.

method allows any Android application to emulate a card
and communicate directly to a card reader. HCE makes it
more convenient for consumers to pay with any NFC Android
phones, but also changes the threat landscape. Even there
are potential threats of NFC such as eavesdropping, data
modiﬁcation, and relay attacks, as discussed in Section II,
NFC was still considered secure, due to the communication
distance, which is limited to up to 10cm. The attacks either
simply work in theory, or require specialized equipment.
Unfortunately, the advent of NFC-equipped mobile phones
bridged the gap between the AFC network and the Internet,
thus putting AFC systems in a highly dangerous situation.
In this study, we will show an approach of implementing
relay attacks using commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) devices.
We use a mobile phone to relay the communication of top-up
transaction between the contactless smart card and the card
reader and falsify the data to make the issuer believe that the
top-up is failed. Demonstrated in Fig. 1, we use an NFCenabled Android mobile phone as a relay proxy. The proxy
then talks to a laptop via Wi-Fi to transmit and receive data that
the terminal reads and writes. The actual data is reading from
and writing to the card via an NFC card reader. As a result,
not only we enlarge the communication distance between the
terminal and the card, but we are also able to modify data
during the communication.
We further conduct real-world attacks to the Beijing Munic-
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ipal Trafﬁc Card (BMAC) system, i.e., one of the most popular
AFC systems. Speciﬁcally, a refund can be initiated after this
attack. We have reported the attack to several popular AFC
systems.
The major contributions of this study are as follow:
1) We analyze the weakness of ISO/IEC 14443-4 when
facing a relay attack. The ﬂaw appears quite general
to all kinds of AFC systems following this standard
globally.
2) We design a relay experimental method and perform
the relay attack. The result shows that the protocol is
vulnerable.
3) We propose two attack countermeasures, and discuss the
feasibility and practicality of these countermeasures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related works. In Section III, we give the overview of
how a top-up transaction is made. Section IV demonstrates the
experimental methods for attacks. Section V discusses some
countermeasures to this kind of attack and how transactions
can be made more secure. Section VI presents our analysis
about this kind of attack on AFC cards in other countries and
how top-up can be made more robust even if attacks exist.
And in Section VII we draw some conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
As we mentioned in Section I, researchers have been working on exploiting ﬂaws in NFC. Haselsteiner and Beitfuß [9]
showed a possible way to eavesdrop NFC. They suggested
that, while normal communication distances for NFC are up to
10cm, eavesdropping is possible even if there is a distance of
several meters between the attacker and the attacked devices.
Extracting information from the transaction communication
between a credit card and a POS terminal using eavesdropping is possible. However, this information (mainly credit
card numbers, and expiration) can be obtained directly via
NFC or even through social engineering. Paget [10] showed
the process and later encode this information and write to
magnetic stripe cards. This attack is also known as downgrade
attack, which may not apply nowadays, due to banks have been
working on refusing magnetic stripe cards and migrating to
Chip and PIN. Other information transceived in the transaction
communication is protected by secure keys. Eavesdropping in
this situation is pointless.
The relay attack simply extends the communication distance
between genuine terminals and devices. Relay attacks on
NFC have been widely studied [11]–[13]. Initially, researchers
built speciﬁc hardware to relay the communication between a
smart card and a terminal. Hancke et al. [13] used a selfbuilt hardware to enlarge the distance up to 50m. They also
deeply reviewed relay attacks in [11], discussing relay resistant
mechanisms.
With the development of NFC, recent works have focused
on relay attacks using mobile phones. Nokia 6131 was the
ﬁrst phone ever produced with NFC capability. Francis et al.
[14] revealed the possibility to perform a relay attack using
COTS devices. In [12], [14], [15], researchers performed relay

attacks using Nokia mobile phones and discuss the feasibility
of some countermeasures, such as timing, distance bounding,
and GPS-based or network cell-based location.
More recently, researchers focused on relay attacks with
Android mobile phones. Roland et al. [16] described relay
attack equipment and procedures on Android phones. Dang et
al. [17] described a scalable scenario for attackers to falsify
AFC data.
III. OVERVIEW OF A T OP - UP T RANSACTION
As we discussed in Section I, since MIFARE Classic card
was proved insecure, AFC cards have been being migrated
to processor cards for security reasons. Among the processor
cards, billions of cards in China have been issued, which
makes it a very typical and good representative of AFC card
system. In this section, we are focusing on processor cards in
China. And we will discuss AFC cards in other countries in
Section VI.
The most commonly adopted speciﬁcation of the contactless smart card in China is named PBOC. A PBOC top-up
transaction consists of two phases:
1) Initialize for load1 in which the card is put in a state
where it holds the transaction fare, and send a message
authentication code (MAC) back to the POS terminal to
ensure the integrity.
2) Credit for load in which the card veriﬁes the MAC
generated by the issuer, and the balance increases accordingly.
The involved principals are the card, the POS terminal, and
the issuer. The whole process is illustrated in Fig. 2.
A. Secure Key System
Before getting deep into the two phases, we need to get
known to the primary secure key system in PBOC. There
are three master keys (MK) held by the issuer: master purchase key (MPK), master load key (MLK), and master TAC
(transaction authorization cryptogram) key (MTK). Each card
has an application serial number (ASN), which differs in
different cards, for identifying a speciﬁc card. Using a key
derivation function, each card holds its own derivated keys
(DK) accordingly:
DK = 3DES(ASN, MK) + 3DES(∼ ASN, MK)
The purpose of keys in a card is to generate message authentication codes to verify data transceived during the transaction.
Though keys differ in different cards, a derivated key will not
be used directly to generate MAC in a transaction. Instead,
a single engagement session key (SESK) is generated using
transaction data to calculate MAC, which differs in each
transaction:
SESK = 3DES(data, DK)
(1)
The calculation of MAC is identical to EMV standard whose
process is the same as ANSI X9.9 (ISO/IEC 9797-1).
All secure keys deﬁned in PBOC are summarized in Table I.
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Fig. 2: Outline of a top-up transaction.
TABLE I: Secure key systems in PBOC
Key Usage
Purchase
Load
TAC

Issuer
MPK
MLK
MTK

Card
DPK (derived using ASN)
DLK (derived using ASN)
DTK (derived using ASN)

Session Key
SESPK
SESLK
-

B. Top-up Transactions
During the ﬁrst phase, initialize for load, the POS terminal
tells the card the amount of top-up and the POS terminal
ID. The card preserves the amount, and responds with its
balance, an application transaction counter (ATC - a 16-bit
number stored in the card and increased in every transaction),
a unpredicted number (UN), and a MAC. Among these data,
the unpredicted number and ATC are used as input data of
Eq. 1. The generated session key, known as SESLK, is applied
to calculate the MAC, which is called MAC1.
Once these data is sent to the issuer through the POS
terminal, the issuer veriﬁes the amount and checks the integrity
by recalculating the MAC1 over the received data ﬁelds. A
valid MAC1 results in the following response: the transaction
time and a MAC calculated from the amount, the POS terminal
ID, and the transaction time.
The MAC2 authorizes the card to increase its balance, and
generate a transaction record in the transaction history ﬁle. As
a ﬁnal step to conﬁrm the success of a top-up, a 32-bit TAC is
calculated and sent to the issuer immediately. The calculation
is based on derivated TAC key (DTK), new balance, ATC,
transaction amount, POS terminal ID, and transaction time.
Once the issuer receives TAC, it is aware of the successful
top-up.
IV. ATTACK D ESIGN A ND I MPLEMENTATION
In a successful top-up transaction, a genuine card generates
a valid MAC1 as a proof. The card then relies on the issuer
to provide a valid MAC2 to ﬁnish the transaction. Both
communications are protected by session key SESLK through
the message authentication code. Therefore, as a man-in-themiddle, it is impossible to modify any data as long as keeping
master key secure.

However, we have discovered a major ﬂaw that breaks
the veriﬁcation down. As we mentioned in Section III-B, a
transaction authorization cryptogram (TAC) is crucial to issuer
to conﬁrm the top-up is successful. In a top-up transaction, a
valid MAC2 will increase the balance of a card. However, if
and only if a valid TAC is provided, the transaction succeeds.
This design ensures no loss of the customer. Here brings
the question: if somehow we are able to falsify the TAC,
should the top-up be treated as a failure on the issuer side?
More precisely, since the card has received a valid MAC2, the
balance should increase as a consequence. But to the issuer,
it fails. This sounds reasonable in theory, but is it viable in
practice? We decided to ﬁgure it out.
A. Experimental Method and Results
Relay attacks against contactless smart cards have been
discussed before, but there are many practical challenges for
a real-world attack to work. In this section, we describe our
approach: identifying an exploitable system, deploying a relay
system, and performing the attack.
B. Performing the attack
We conducted a Moto X (XT1095) mobile phone to perform
the attack. In our relay app, all commands received are directly
sent to a laptop connected with a NFC card reader. The
response is then sent from card reader through the laptop back
to the app, and ﬁnally responds to the POS terminal. The whole
process and equipment are demonstrated in Fig. 1(b).
We ﬁrst performed a relay experiment using an app Alipay,
which is the most popular electronic purse app in China, to
top up our Yikatong card normally. The APDU (application
protocol data unit) trace is listed and described in Table II.
The key steps in the trace are step 14 and step 15:
1) Step 14: initialize for load
C-APDU: 805000020B00000003E8120080800001
• Amount: 000003E8, 10.00 yuan
• POS id: 120080800001
R-APDU: 00000B7C0005000057D8CC76392A6007
• Balance: 00000B7C, 29.40 yuan
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TABLE II: Command trace of a normal top-up
#
1
2

C-APDU
00A40000021001
805C000204

3

00B2019C17

4

00A40000023F00

5

00B0840020

6
7
8
9
10
11

00B08C0801
00B0850005
0084000004
04D6850005000000024FFA8FDB54
00A40000021001
0084000004
04E200981B0000000003E80001151118
1200808000010000000000003A5279BB
0020000006313233343536
805000020B00000003E8120080800001
805200000B2015111819104342FE26DC

12
13
14
15

R-APDU
00000B7C
000794000B7C00011603041
102200800001000000000000
6F10840E315041592E5359532E4444463031
10007511320098830102003000000000
00000000000000002015101320211013
01
000000024E
0CE92186
776C244B

Explanation
Select the EC ﬁle
Read the EC balance (39.40 yuan)

Check if the card is forbidden
Read the redundant transaction counter(590)
Generate a random number for challenging
Update the redundant transaction counter
Select the EC ﬁle
Generate a random number for challenging

-

Update top-up record

00000B7C0005000057D8CC76392A6007
0EB947B0

Verify PIN
Initialize for load
Credit for load

Read last top-up record
Select the master ﬁle
Read the card number (as ASN)

TABLE III: Error status code in load
Status Code
6E00
6901
6985
9302
9303

Explanation
CLA incorrect
Command unacceptable
Condition unsatisﬁed
MAC invalid
Application locked

ATC: 0005
Unpredicted number: 57D8CC76
• MAC1: 392A6007
2) Step 15: credit for load
C-APDU: 805200000B2016111819104342FE26DC
• Transaction time: 20161118191043, 2016-11-18
19:10:43
• MAC2: 42FE26DC
R-APDU: 0EB947B0
• TAC: 0EB947B0
In step 14, the terminal initialized a top-up transaction with
0x3E8 (1000 in decimal) as the amount. The minimum unit of
CNY is 0.01 yuan, thus the amount is 10 yuan. The card then
generated information together with MAC1 for authentication
and integrity.
In step 15, the MAC2 returned from the issuer made the
balance increased and as a result, a TAC with status code
9000 (we omitted in the trace due to code 9000 stands for
success) was responded. According to the standard, the other
response status codes are listed in Table III. As we mentioned
in Section III-B, a successful top-up ends up with a correct
MAC2 from the view of card but with a correct TAC from the
view of issuer. What we expect is to increase the balance in
the card but to make it failed in the issuer side. As a result,
we decided to modify the response code of step 15 (credit for
load) to 9302, indicating the MAC2 is incorrect.
Then we performed a relay attack using the same equipment. The top-up failed as we expected, shown in Fig. 3:
the prompt on the screen means that the top-up has been
interrupted and the user will get a refund.
•
•

Fig. 3: Relay attack leads a fail top-up.
C. Cause of the Problem
Now we take a deep look at the problem. In this attack,
our relay equipment formed an unreliable link, in which we
could modify data packets as we wished. Therefore there is
no way to conﬁrm a common knowledge that whether the
top-up is ﬁnished successfully or not. This is quite similar to
TCP handshaking, both of which deal with an unreliable link
and have no way to conﬁrm the top-up and the connection are
successful or not.
In fact, this is a scenario of the famous two generals’
problem, which is a thought experiment meant to illustrate
the pitfalls and design challenges of attempting to coordinate
an action by communicating over an unreliable link [18]. Two
generals’ problem is proved to be unsolvable [19]. As a result,
it is impossible for anyone to design a protocol that works
perfectly. However, we still have different countermeasures in
different scenarios.
V. D EFENSES
Aforementioned two generals’ problem in Section IV-C
results in no solution to bypass the ﬂaw in theory. However,
we are still able to defend relay attacks in indirect ways. In this
section we will describe two points for attention that should
reduce the vulnerabilities.
No refund. During the relay attack in Section IV-B, once
the issuer veriﬁes MAC1, it will generates MAC2, which is
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Fig. 4: RTT (in milliseconds) of different devices.

able to ﬁnish the top-up transaction in a genuine card. The
TAC response from the card does not affect the top-up result.
Though the second phase may fail, it happens occasionally.
In fact, we tested the top-up transaction using 15 different
mobile phones (including Moto, Samsung, Huawei, Google
Nexus, and Meizu), and the result showed that among these
phones, only Google Nexus 4 and Huawei G660 do not support
this kind of transaction. The reason of failure is that the time
interval of two phases is longer than the maximum timeout
of two continuous commands, which is determined by the
ﬁrmware. Now that it is uncommon to fail in phase 2, a
mobile phone model blacklist can be used. Additionally, in
order to avoid any possible loss, once the issuer generates a
MAC2, there should not be automatic refund service provided.
Instead, refund must be veriﬁed manually with a physical
card provided, because the card, which is protected by several
secure keys, itself shall not be forged.
Detect relay attack. As we demonstrate in Fig. 1(b), the
relay process (additional wireless communication and HCE)
introduces delay. Although the top-up via Alipay accepted the
delay introduced by the attack, we wanted to quantify this
delay in detail.
We select GET RANDOM NUMBER command and measure
the round-trip times (RTTs) of them by: 1) using a ACR122u
card reader directly, and 2) using different mobile phones as
relay proxies. The result is shown in Fig. 4, which is collected
from 100 tests.
The results show that it costs three or four times as
transmission to a physical card. As a result, it is possible to
detect relay attack by enforcing stricter timing restraints.
VI. D ISCUSSION
We have revealed the attack on AFC cards in China. In this
section, we ﬁrst discuss the possibility to attack AFC cards
in other countries. Then we discuss other measures that the
issuers can take to reduce the loss.
A. AFC cards worldwide
EZ-Link. The EZ-Link card is used for the payment of public
transportation fares in Singapore. In October 2009, CEPAS, or
Contactless e-Purse Application, was issued and deployed. The
command/response in CEPAS also follows the convention in
ISO/IEC 7816-4.

Oyster. The Oyster card is the electronic ticketing used on
public transport in Greater London. Since December 2009, all
new Oyster cards use MIFARE DESFire EV1 chips. MIFARE
DESFire is compatible with ISO/IEC 14443 Type A and
ISO/IEC 7816-4. Besides, it also has its own command set for
security, applications, and data commands. Similar to EZ-Link,
MIFARE DESFire use a simple command CREDIT. Its data
ﬁeld is quite different; the value can be transferred in plain,
enciphered, or MACed text depending on the communication
mode. The response is a 1-byte status code, 0x00 for a
successful operation, other for error.
Simply returning an error code will not work, due
to CREDIT command is cumulated until a COMMIT
TRANSACTION command is issued. As a result, we may falsify an error code when COMMIT TRANSACTION command
is executed.
CIPURSE. CIPURSE is an open security standard for transit
fare collection systems. This standard was established by the
Open Standard for Public Transportation (OSPT) Alliance to
address the needs of local and regional transit authorities
for automatic fare collection systems based on smart card
technologies and advanced security measures. CIPURSE has
been deployed in several cities, including Barcelona in Spain,
Perm in Russia, and Medellin in Columbia. The top-up in
CIPURSE is similar to Oyster, which uses a single command
INCREASE_VALUE to add value but requires a command
PERFORM_TRANSACTION to ﬁnish the transaction. Again,
the attack can be performed via a status code other than 9000
in the PERFORM phase.
Octopus. The Octopus card is a contactless stored value
smart card for making electronic payments in online or ofﬂine
systems in Hong Kong. Instead of ISO/IEC 14443, Octopus
card uses the Sony FeliCa technology, which is standardized in
ISO/IEC 18092. The FeliCa is totally different from ISO/IEC
14443 cards, which is more like a memory card and does
not contain special commands for ﬁnancial transactions. The
only way to top up or purchase is writing a new balance
directly. Therefore, Octopus does not provide any software
or equipment for users to top up using a mobile phone or PC.
Because of the usage of FeliCa, it is not possible to relay an
Octopus card using Android mobile phones.
B. Further measures to reduce the loss
In Section V, we discussed countermeasures against this
kind of relay attack. Based on current situations, attackers
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might successfully get refund. In this section, we will propose
further measures to reduce the loss once being attacked.
All kinds of card we mentioned before are protected by
secure keys. Though the communication can be attacked, the
card itself is still considered highly secure. Fortunately, the
card may provide additional information for us to ﬁgure out
the attack. We will discuss PBOC ﬁrst.
When the top-up ﬁnishes, a PBOC card automatically
increases its application transaction counter (ATC) and adds a
transaction record containing a transaction counter (accumulated for both top-up and purchase transactions), the transaction amount, the transaction time, and the POS terminal ID.
Therefore, once a next transaction without relay attack applied,
in which the transaction history cannot be falsiﬁed, ﬁnishes,
reconciliation with the history uploaded to the issuer will ﬁnd
out the proof of attack without any difﬁculty. However, the
attacker may also falsify the transaction history using the same
relay technique. There is a last line of defense: the session key
SESLK used to calculate the MAC is generated using the ATC
of each top-up, which is independent from the purchase ATC.
Thus once the issuer detects a discontinuous ATC, which is
always possible, it will be aware of the existence of the attack.
The same strategies can be applied to EZ-Link. The response of the CREDIT command is encrypted from a set of
data including an independent add-value counter.
As a result, when online top-up service provided, it is
necessary for the operator to verify the identity of the card
holder, which makes it possible to track the attacker once the
attack is detected.
VII. C ONCLUSION
AFC systems are well-applied globally and billions cards
are in issue. After MIFARE Classic card was cracked, processor cards are thought to be secure. However, the fact is not
like that. In this paper, we discussed the practical relay attack
on AFC cards in China, which may apply to other systems
in other cities or countries. In a strictly standardized system,
this attack is undefendable directly. But in realistic systems,
we also provided countermeasures before and after the attack.
When ISO/IEC 7816-4 was created 20 years ago, it was
originally designed for contact cards. Communication security
is assumed because the card needs to contact with the reader
directly. The compatibility of latter ISO/IEC 14443 reduced
the cost for card migration. Unfortunately, this also introduced
the potential risk of being attacked in various ways. The birth
of NFC and HCE brought the convenience but also opened
the door wide to attackers.
This ﬂaw challenges current thinking about the security of
near ﬁeld payments. Despite that the loss caused by the attack
described in this paper can be reduced by the countermeasures
we gave, this relay technique can be used easily in other
scenarios which may result in incredibly huge loss. It is time
for the industry to take an interest.
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